AVO I D I N G CO N F LIC T:
The Use of “I” Statements in Parenting Adolescents
As teens move towards independence, they try to
make decisions on their own. Sometimes, they make
good decisions; other times, they make unhealthy
or unwise decisions. This can make parents worried,
frustrated, or angry and can also lead to conflict.
When parents react to a problem, they often accuse their teen
of being irresponsible or blame him for creating the problem.
When this happens, teens feel judged and become defensive.
Often, teens who feel condemned move quickly from being
defensive towards becoming offensive. A natural response to “You did WHAT??!!” is “You never trust me! I did not do
that. You are so unfair!”
This kind of communication leads to homes filled with tension and anger. Rarely does this type of conversation allow a
child or parent to communicate effectively and solve the problem.

One Strategy to Avoid this Cycle is to Use “I” Statements:
Rep lac e “ Yo u ” State m e nt W ith “ I ” Stat e m e nts . Many arguments begin when you tell your teen
what he did wrong. These statements usually begin with “You” and your child’s natural response is defensiveness.
Instead, try using an “I” statement. This will help your child better understand what you are feeling and what you are
worried about.
> Be specific about your child’s behavior(s) or situations he is in that concern you.
> Describe how you feel.
• Don’t say, “You didn’t call to tell me that you wouldn’t be home for dinner.” This type of comment may cause
your teen to respond defensively, “It’s not my fault! You are the one who won’t buy me a cell phone!”
> Instead say, “I feel worried when you don’t call to tell me where you are. It makes me think that you
could be in trouble or need help.”
> These kinds of statements may encourage problem solving and open communication because it makes your
teen think of the other person’s point of view. Instead of a defensive, argumentative response your teen might
say, “Sorry you were worried, Mom. I guess, next time I could ask to borrow someone’s phone to call and let
you know I’ll be late.”
Keys To Avoiding Un h e alth y Arg u m e nts
> Give yourself a “Time-out”
• You will offer your best guidance and your most effective consequences when you are calm.
• If you are angry, tell your teen you need time and space to sort out your feelings.
• Don’t say, “I can’t believe you left the scene of an accident! That was such a bad judgment call! You could
get into so much trouble. I can’t believe you!”
> Instead say, “I’m very upset that you left the scene of an accident you caused and tried to lie to
us about it. I need some time to think about how I feel, and to calm down before we talk about
consequences for you and next steps with our insurance company.”
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>

Write down the two or three things you want
your teen to most understand using
“I” statements.

Take time to calmly explain why something
upsets you
• Don’t blame or criticize.
• Be sure to make eye contact.
• Don’t say, “Don’t swear at me. You are so
disrespectful!”
> Instead say, “I know you are a respectful
person and I need you to speak
respectfully. I feel disrespected when you
use the “f” word in front of me.”

Practicing “I statements” on paper first,
will help you collect your thoughts and
make using them in conversation easier.
You might write down:
1.
2.
3.

I am frustrated that you took the car without
permission.
I am disappointed that you left the scene of the
accident without calling us or the police.
I am worried that you were not completely
honest with us about what happened.

>

Allow your child to fully explain himself and don’t interrupt
• Your teen will be less likely to react angrily or reject your views if he feels genuinely heard.
• Show him you are listening carefully by restating in your own words what he says.
• Focus on what he is sharing instead of thinking about how you are going to respond.

>

Don’t bring up things from the past, focus on the current issue
• If you have other concerns from the past that you want to talk about with your teen, bring them up at a
different time.

>

Never tell your child that any feeling is wrong
• If you do, he’ll feel put down or dismissed and
he will stop sharing his thoughts and feelings.
• Help your teen describe what he is feeling in
his own words.
• You might say, “How did that make you feel?”
• Check in with your child to make sure you
understand his emotions.
• You might say, “It sounds like you might have
felt disappointed and misled when your coach
told you he didn’t want you to start in the
next game, especially since he kept telling you
throughout pre-season how much you’ve improved. Am I on the right track about how you felt?”

>

Set appropriate limits
• Make sure your child knows that rules are in place for his safety, not to “control” him and not to get
involved in his personal business.*
• Remind your teen that you care about him and that you will be there for him no matter what.

>

Don’t be afraid to apologize
• If you think you’ve made a mistake, apologies can go a long way toward reducing arguments.
• You might say, “I have to apologize. I automatically assumed that you were responsible for the scratch on
our car door. I didn’t realize that Mom had given your sister permission to drive the car after you brought
it back on Saturday night. I’m sorry. I was upset and should have waited until I was calm to speak to you
about my concerns.”
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>

Establish flexible rules based on responsibility
• Make sure your teen understands that the key to getting privileges is to demonstrate responsibility.
• Make it clear that rules are flexible and will change, if and when, your teen can show that he is dependable
and capable of handling more responsibility.
• Also make it clear that your teen will lose those privileges if he shows that he can’t handle them.
• Remember to never give in or to change rules if safety is at stake.*

Do not assume that all disagreement is to be avoided. Some conflicts can be healthy because it shows that teens
think it is worthwhile to keep talking. Encourage teens to voice their opinions and argue their points of view.
Make sure you listen and respond fairly when they make a good point. That’s what keeps adolescents telling us
what is going on in their lives.
>

Evaluate your conversation and have follow-up discussions with your child, if needed
• Ask yourself if you reminded your teen that you love him unconditionally.
• Identify what worked well and where you ran into obstacles or tough spots in the conversation.
• Give yourself credit for working on your listening and communication skills.
• If there are areas you need to work on, check in with your teen about them.
> You might say, “I was thinking about what we talked about yesterday. I owe you an apology. Looking
back, I don’t think I did a good job listening to what you were saying. I’m afraid I interrupted you a
lot and spent more time talking about what I thought you should do than helping you come up with
your own solutions. I’m sorry about that. Would you agree?”

Even the most loving families have arguments. There are effective strategies to prevent these arguments from
becoming hostile. Telling your child how an issue affects you by using “I” statements can bring out the best in
him and can strengthen your relationship.
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